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Product Overview
The ORE platform makes options trading easy and accessible. It offers a 
user-friendly environment where traders can build option strategies and 
diversify by speculating and hedging.

The platform is designed for retail brokers and banks to make trading options 
possible for their clients, regardless of their experience.  If you provide FX & 
CFD products, then options are a natural extension of your current business 
giving clients a lot more to trade. Options increase trading volumes through 
growth and retention of current clients and they attract new investors. 
Multiple Account Managers (MAMs) can trade using the platform by 
differentiating themselves in the market giving them a competitive advantage.

Quotes are streaming and real-time with one-click trading, which is essential 
when it comes to generating volume under any market conditions. We have a 
powerful platform to attract new and experienced option traders and are 
creating a community with our 'educate-ON' mode and strategies marketplace©. 

Implementation is straight-forward for a broker. We provide risk management 
models through a liquidity provider - liquidity receiver system. We also offer 
various integration choices, which allow a broker to evolve.

Target Market and Customers
FX & CFD Brokers To diversify their offerings, increase their reach, and 
improve their client engagement

Retail Banks Provides access to OTC options market 

Affiliates & IB’s To generate more business by offering options and 
supported by their own white labeled platform
 
Trading Schools and Universities Improves students understanding 
using a simple platform supported by educational tools.

The ORE Broker Solution
A white labeled interface, which may be free standing or integrated into your 
existing trading platform, supported by a powerful back office and options 
price engine and you decide on how risk is managed. You control the spread 
mark-up and there are a choice of integration levels, where level zero takes just 
one week to implement to our most complex implementation, level two, taking 
three months. We will train your team before, during, and after integration. 



Advantages to Using ORE
The ORE solution makes options easy for your clients and easy for you. 

Easy for your clients
 
Simple platform with a choice of trading modes catering to users with all levels of experience
 
 Built-in educate-ON mode
 
 OTC and customisable options that can be closed before expiry
 
 Scenario chart showing payouts over range of market rates
 
 A strategies marketplace where traders can copy other traders
 
The platform is available in any language

Easy for you
 
Turnkey solution. We give you everything you need 
 
Back office contains powerful sales and marketing tools 
 
You entirely control spread mark-ups 
 
You choose between a risk-free model and managing your own risk
 
Platform integration is tailored to fit your offering
 
We train all your staff and provide ongoing support


